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 Highlight some databases for private 
company information
– Not looking at traditional legal databases
– Focus on financials and number of employees
– Looking for executives
 Case Studies




 A private company is a company with private 
ownership. As a result, it does not need to meet 
the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC) 
strict filing requirements for public companies. 
Private companies may issue stock and 
have shareholders, but their shares do not trade on 
public exchanges and are not issued through 
an initial public offering (IPO). In general, the shares 
of these businesses are less liquid and the values 






 Owned by InfoGroup (Papillion, NE)
 Sources: public directories
– Add new business resources from Secretaries of 
State, utility hookups, real estate, and other public 
records
– Look at company websites and news
– Plus “proprietary methodology”
 Primary data collectors
– Researchers call the companies to verify/update 
the data (25+ million annually)






Things I (sort of) like
 Many public libraries 
have a subscription
 It gets to the location 
level
 Great for building and 
downloading lists
 Manual updating the 
set when adding 
parameters
 The interface can be a 
bit challenging
 Very basic information 
on executives
 US and Canada only
Things I (sort of) don’t like
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 Owned by DatabaseUSA (Omaha, NE)
– Started by the original founder of ReferenceUSA
 Primary data collectors
– Public directories, corporate registers, telephone 
hookups, legal filings, and other public records
– Call the companies to verify/update the data
 15+ Million phone calls per year. Try to reach each 
company by phone each year.
– Add web verification plus “proprietary process” of 
compiling data (triple verification)
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Things I (sort of) like
 New competitor in 
primary research 
 Triple verification 
methodology
 Familiar interface to 
similar products
 Integrating new 
content
 Manual updating the 
results when adding 
parameters
 Very basic information 
on executives
 Lots of new data can 
make it confusing
 US and Canada only







 Pitched as a pitched as a sales and 
marketing tool
 D&B Hoovers bought Avention which had 
previously been spun off by InfoGroup
 Pioneered the Data Universal Number 
System (D-U-N-S Number)
– Unique nine-digit identifier for businesses
– Used for credit decisions






Things I (sort of) like
 Big company with lots 
of resources
 Great global coverage
 Long-time experience
 Easy to use/download
 Brand recognition
 Strong search engine
 Conceptual search
 Price might be an 
obstacle
 Strong brand could 
become a detriment
 Default sort by 
number of employees






Only a few companies are doing 
systematic primary research on 
private companies in the US.
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 Owned by Bureau Van Dijk (Belgium) which 
is now a subsidiary of Moody’s Analytics
 Purchase US Private company data from 
Cortera
– Credit info, finance details, news, trends 
– Executive data purchased from directories and 
supplemented with annual reports






Things I (sort of) like
 Great global coverage
 Data sources are 
reliable
 Query tool is powerful
 Great for building and 
downloading lists 
 Interface can be 
challenging
 Getting a dataset of 
value might take 
several iterations
 Price might be an 
obstacle
Things I (sort of) don’t like
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 Founded in 2011
 Collect data in-house
– Technology-assisted data gathering
– Crawl regulatory filings, industry-specific 
publications, news, and more 
– Use algorithms and humans to refine and 
validate






Things I (sort of) like
 Excellent data source 
for medium and large 
companies
 Query tool is intuitive 
and powerful
 Have own classification 
system to capture new 
technologies




 Does not focus on 
executives
 Price may be an 
obstacle
Things I (sort of) don’t like
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 S&P Capital IQ formed in 2001, eventually 
merging with McGraw Hill financial and SNL 
Financial to become S&P Global Market 
Intelligence (2016) 
 Added analytics and proprietary research 
from millions of sources
 Offices in US, UK, and Hong Kong
 “Distribute” their data to several other 





Things I (sort of) like




 They name sources 
when applicable (ex. 
DOL form 5500)
 Price might be an 
obstacle
 Strong brand could 
become a detriment
 I can’t keep up with 
their many names and 
branding

































 Venture capital is financing that investors 
provide to startup companies and small 
businesses that are believed to have long-term 
growth potential. Venture capital generally 
comes from well-off investors, investment 
banks and any other financial institutions.
 Private equity is capital that is not noted on a 
public exchange. Private equity is composed of 
funds and investors that directly invest 
in private companies, or that engage 
in buyouts of public companies, resulting in 
the delisting of public equity.
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 Founded in 2007 by previous founder of 
VentureSource (Dow Jones)
 Acquired by Morningstar in Nov 2016
 Collect data in-house 
– 2-step process
 Secondary: web crawlers & SEC documents
 Primary: quarterly surveys, sometimes phone and 
email
– C-level executive data collected through press 





Things I (sort of) like
 Lots of value-add to 
the company profiles
 Interface is intuitive
 Lots of deal tracking 
charts, graphs, etc.
 Morningstar content is 
being added to 
platform
 Data is updated when 
they discover 
something
 Price might be an 
obstacle
 Not sure what recent 
acquisition means 
long-term
Things I (sort of) don’t like
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 Owned by Bureau Van Dijk (Belgium) which 
is now a subsidiary of Moody’s Analytics
 Data collected in-house
– Stock news, press releases, web crawlers, 
league tables put out by investment banks
– Surveys and voluntary submissions by deal 
makers and law firms who complete the deals






Things I (sort of) like
 Global coverage
 No threshold on 
minimum deal 
amount
 Search is powerful
 Work with law firms 
to understand deal 
structures
 Interface can be 
challenging
 Getting dataset of 
value might take 
several iterations
 Price might be an 
obstacle





Things I (sort of) like
 Excellent data source 
for medium and large 
companies
 Query tool is intuitive 
and powerful
 Own classification 
system to capture new 
technologies
 Not applicable for 
small private company 
research
 US focused
 Does not focus on 
executives













6 Deals = $2.81M
1 Deal = $.14M




You are only going to find what 
the company is required or 
chooses to release
–Unless it does so by accident


























Executives (and everyone else) 










Other Sources to Consider
PE/ VC / M&A Non Profit
 Ross, Celia (2012). Making Sense of Business Reference: A Guide 
for Librarians and Research Professionals. American Library 
Association, ISBN: 978-0838910849. https://tinyurl.com/yb49aywc
 Brown, Scott, Oracle Corporation. How to Research Corporate 
Structure for Non-Public Companies, (2017 Sept 14). SLA 
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